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Statements

1. I think the use of multimedia in agricultural higher education gives better results. (+)
2. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education is complicated process. (-)
3. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education is useful for creating ideal situation for agriculture learning. (+)
4. I am in against of the application of multimedia in agricultural higher education. (-)
5. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education provides variety in agricultural teaching. (+)
6. I don’t like the use of multimedia in agricultural higher education because it requires expertise. (-)
7. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education improves information retention capacity of learners. (+)
8. I think the use of multimedia use creates body stress problems in learners. (-)
9. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education offers a creative presentation. (+)
10. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education is wastage of money. (-)
11. The use of multimedia in agricultural higher education is useful for establishing effective teaching process. (+)
12. I think that it is too early to use multimedia in agriculture higher education. (-)

Value of Reliability: 0.85